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editorsQ: preg_replace twice within a foreach first off all my second question. my $1st question was posted here: PHP preg_replace with '\s' within '\s'

I'm trying to replace double spaces with an empty space using preg_replace twice within a foreach, but it's not working as I had expected it to work.
The '\s' part is supposed to search within all the words that are being looped over in the foreach foreach ($rows as $row) { $row =

preg_replace(":{2,}",'', $row); $row = preg_replace(":{2,}",'', $row); } This is just a example and not the actual output, but you get the point. Why isn't
that working? A: Basically, what you are doing is this: $pattern = '/:{2,}/'; $replacements =''; echo preg_replace($pattern, $replacements, 'hello world');

This outputs the following message: hello world Replace the pattern and the replacements and you get the following: echo preg_replace('/:{2,}/','',
'hello world'); And this outputs: hello world Change the pattern and replacements to: $pattern = ': {2,} '; $replacements =''; And your output will be:

hello world I'm a bit unclear as to why you're using preg_replace twice and why you are searching for :{2,} in all the text... 'Son of Contender' 'Son of
Contender' Aaron Sprecher / Star Tribune Averaging nearly a point per game, freshman Julian Murray has helped lead the Gophers to eight

consecutive victories. A Memphis, Tenn., native who signed with the Gophers in February, Murray has scored 14 goals and recorded six assists.
Averaging nearly a point per game, freshman Julian Murray has helped lead the Gophers to eight consecutive victories. A Memphis, Tenn., native who

signed with the
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